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AI Industrialization Strategic Planning

1. Define Why, What & How of AI Industrialization
2. Industry grade AI & Data Maturity Assessments
3. Contextualize to Current State & Future Vision
4. Identify High Value Opportunities
5. Define Measurable OKRs
6. Establish Roadmap
7. Execution & Measurement

From Artisanal

To Industrialized
Our Vision:

Make AI the value creation powerhouse for Verizon, capable of producing AI solutions at scale.
Our Mission:

Transform AI operations to produce more business value by optimizing end-to-end value chain for efficiency, speed and quality using industrialized platforms and practices.
Objectives

**Customer**
Accelerate Time to Value (TTV) for Data and AI products

**Innovation**
Enhance user experience through the build out of leading edge AI capabilities

**Scalability**
Build Data and AI solutions that can dynamically adapt to future demands

**Risk Management**
Derisk AI through effective risk management, reliability and governance

**People**
Drive productivity through standardization and process automation